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In this paper we propose a novel program for sequence alignment. This program has been developed in
PERL. The web interface uses CGI and front end for data input and viewing the result has also been
developed. This program counts the length of two sequences, aligns the two sequences, counts the
number of matches, mismatches, gaps and score and displays the possible alignment.
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INTRODUCTION
Sequence alignment is by far the most common task in
Bioinformatics. A sequence alignment is a way of
arranging the primary sequences of DNA, RNA, or
protein to identify regions of similarity that may be a
consequence of functional, structural, or evolutionary
relationships between the sequences [Mount, 2004].
Sequence alignments are useful in bioinformatics for
identifying sequence similarity, producing phylogenetic
trees, and developing homology models of protein structures. Alignments are often assumed to reflect a degree
of evolutionary change between sequences descended
from a common ancestor [HTTP//www.wikipedia.
org/sequence_alignment//.].
There are three primary methods of producing pairwise
alignments namely dynamic programming, dotplot and
word method. The Needleman and Wunsch algorithm
was the first rapid method in the biological literature for
determining sequence homology (Needleman and
Wunsch, 1970). It was based on dynamic programming
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and was used to align sequences globally. Smith and
Waterman algorithm yields local alignment (Smith and
Waterman, 1981). There are various tools for the
sequence analysis available in the public domain such as
FASTA, LALIGN and PRSS, BLAST, PipMaker, LAGAN,
ParAlign, BLAT, YASS and Nigila, etc (Lipman and
Pearson, 1985; Pearson, 1990; Altschul et al., 1990;
Schwartz et al., 2000; Brudno et al., 2003; Rognes, 2001;
Kent, 2002; Noe and Kucherov, 2004; Noe and
Kucherov, 2005; Cartwright, 2007; Wang and Jiang,
1994).
The present research has been carried out to develop a
simple sequence alignment tool using dynamic
programming which counts the length of two sequences,
aligns the two sequences, counts the number of matches,
mismatches, gaps and score and displays the possible
alignment.
METHODS AND IMPLEMENTATION
The SEALI program has been implemented in Perl script. The web
interface uses common gateway interfaces (CGI) and a front end
for data input and viewing the results has also been developed. The
script for web interfaces has been written in html. The hypertext
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Two nucleotide sequences were entered

Spaces, newline characters and digits were
removed from the sequences

Length of two sequences was calculated
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letter other than the four (A, G, C, and T).
4. The length of the two sequences was counted.
5. Alignment of two sequences was done.
6. Number of matches, mismatches, gaps and score were counted.
7. Results were displayed.
Pictorial presentation
The pictorial presentation for the SEALI has been shown in the
Figure 1.
Program code

A matrix with one row more than the length of
the sequence1 and one column more than the
length of sequence2 was created

First row and first column were filled with zero

Each character of sequence1 was matched with
each character of sequence2 and score for
each cell in the matrix was calculated and also
the cell which contributes to it i.e. diagonal cell,
left or up cell was noted

The possible alignment was found

Score of alignment, number of matches,
mismatches and gaps were calculated

Figure 1. Pictorial representation of the steps followed
during workflow of SEALI.

transport protocol (HTTP) is used for data transport. The main
function of the program developed in the present work is to count
the length of two sequences, align the two sequences, count the
number of matches, mismatches, gaps, and score and display the
possible alignment. The nucleotide or gene sequence (DNA) contains four nucleotide bases adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C)
and thymine (T). The sequence of these bases comprises genetic
information. The complete nucleotide sequence is taken as a single
string. Two nucleotide sequences are taken as two strings. The
sequence of characters was given to computer program as input for
manipulating for the required purpose. The methods followed for
the functioning of the program is summarized as:
1. In the first step, two nucleotide sequences were given as input to
the program.
2. The program for alignment either global or local was chosen.
3. It was checked whether the entered sequences were correct or
not, that is the correct sequence should not contain any spaces or

The program code has been written in PERL language. With the
help of the coding, the SEALI tool runs and it takes the two
nucleotide sequences as input through web interface and counts
the length of two sequences, align the two sequences, counts the
number of matches, mismatches, gaps and score and display the
possible alignment. In this program there are two library files
namely;
global.lib and local.lib.
#!/usr/bin/perl
require "global.lib";
require "local.lib";
print"Content-type: text/html\n\n";
print"<html>";
print"<body>";
read(STDIN,$buffer,$ENV{'CONTENT_LENGTH'});
$a = $buffer;
#get the name and value for each form input
@array= split(/&/,$a);
foreach $array(@array)
{
#separate the name and value
($key,$value) =split(/=/,$array);
#convert +signs to space
$value =~tr/+/ /;
#convert hexadecimal to ASCII characters
$value=~ s/%([a-fA-F0-9][a-fA-F0-9])/pack("C",hex($1))/eg;
#store values in a hash called %form
$form{$key}=$value;
}
#print the algo you have selected
print"$form{'algo'}\t";
$b =$form{'algo'};
if($b eq 'needle')
{
&global($form{'text1'} ,$form{'text2'});
}
else
{
&local($form{'text1'} ,$form{'text2'});
}
print"</body>";
print"</html>";
Coding of library files
global.lib
sub need1
{
$seq1 = $_[0];
$seq2 =$_[1];
my $match =2;
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my $mismatch =-1;
my $gap =-2;
print"(global alignment)<br>";
my @best_score;
$seq1 =~s/\n|\s*|\d*//gi;
print"$seq1<br>";
$seq2 =~s/\n|\s*|\d*//gi;
print"$seq2<br>";
my $size1=length($seq1);
print"length of seq1 is : $size1<br>";
my $size2 = length($seq2);
print"length of seq2 is : $size2<br>";
print"<br>";
# initialization
my @matrix;
$matrix[0][0] = 0;
for(my $j = 1; $j <= $size1; $j++) {
$matrix[0][$j] =0;
}
for(my $i = 1; $i <=$size2; $i++) {
$matrix[$i][0] = 0;
for(my $j = 1; $j <=$size1; $j++) {
my ($diagonal_score, $left_score, $up_score);
# calculate match score
my $letter1 = substr($seq1, $j-1, 1);
my $letter2 = substr($seq2, $i-1, 1);
if ($letter1 eq $letter2) {
$diagonal_score = $matrix[$i-1][$j-1] + $match;
}
else {
$diagonal_score = $matrix[$i-1][$j-1] + $mismatch;
}
# calculate gap scores
$up_score = $matrix[$i-1][$j] + $gap;
$left_score = $matrix[$i][$j-1] + $gap;
# choose best score
if ($diagonal_score >= $up_score)
{
if ($diagonal_score >= $left_score)
{
$matrix[$i][$j] = $diagonal_score;
$best_score[$i][$j] = "diagonal";
}
else
{
$matrix[$i][$j] = $left_score;
$best_score[$i][$j] = "left";
}
}
else {
if ($up_score >= $left_score) {
$matrix[$i][$j] = $up_score;
$matrix[$i][$j] = $up_score;
$best_score[$i][$j] = "up";
}
else {
$matrix[$i][$j] = $left_score;
$best_score[$i][$j] = "left";
}
}
}
}
# trace-back
my $align1 = "";
my $align2 = "";
# start at last cell of matrix

my $j = $size1;
my $i = $size2;
while($i!=0 || $j!=0) {
if ($best_score[$i][$j] eq "diagonal") {
$align1 .= substr($seq1, $j-1, 1);
$align2 .= substr($seq2, $i-1, 1);
$i--;
$j--;
}
elsif ($best_score[$i][$j] eq "left") {
$align1 .= substr($seq1, $j-1, 1);
$align2 .= "_";
$j--;
}
elsif ($best_score[$i][$j] eq "up") {
$align1 .= "_";
$align2 .= substr($seq2, $i-1, 1);
$i--;
}
elsif($j==0)
{
$align1.="_";
$align2 .= substr($seq2,$i-1,1);
$i--;
}
elsif($i == 0)
{
$align1 .=substr($seq1,$j-1,1);
$align2 .="_";
$j--;
}
}
$align1 = reverse $align1;
$align2 = reverse $align2;
#score
@a =split(//,$align1);
@b = split(//,$align2);
$len= @a;
$sum=0;
$j=0;
$nomatch = 0;
$nomismatch = 0;
$nogap = 0;
for($i=0;$i<$len;$i++)
{
while($i==$j)
{
if($a[$i] eq $b[$i])
{
$sum =$sum+ $match;
$nomatch = $nomatch + 1;
}
elsif(($a[$i] eq "_")||($b[$i] eq "_"))
{
$sum = $sum + $gap;
$nogap = $nogap +1;
}
else
{
$sum = $sum+ $mismatch;
$nomismatch = $nomismatch +1;
}
$j++;
}
}
print" score: $sum<br>";
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print" matches: $nomatch<br>";
print" mismatches: $nomismatch<br>";
print" gaps: $nogap<br>";
$l1 = length($align1);
$l2 = length($align2);
print"<b>The possible alignment is:</b><br>";
$i=1;
for($i=1;$i<=$l1;$i++)
{
if($l1 >60)
{
$align1=~m/.{60}/;
print"$&<br>";
$align1= $';
$l1 = length($align1);
$align2=~m/.{60}/;
print"$&<br><br>";
$align2= $';
}
if($l1<=60)
{
print"$align1<br>";
print"$align2<br><br>";
last
}
}
}
1;
Coding of local.lib
sub water1
{
print"(local alignment)<br>";
$seq1= $_[0];
$seq2= $_[1];
my $match = 2;
my $mismatch = -1;
my $gap
= -2;
# initialization
my @matrix;
my @best_score;
$seq1 =~s/\n|\s*|\d*//gi;
print"$seq1<br>";
$seq2 =~s/\n|\s*|\d*//gi;
print"$seq2<br>";
$len1= length($seq1);
$len2= length($seq2);
print"length of sequence1 is $len1 <br>";
print"length of sequence2 is $len2 <br>";
$matrix[0][0] = 0;
for(my $j = 1; $j <= length($seq1); $j++) {
$matrix[0][$j] = 0;
}
for (my $i = 1; $i <= length($seq2); $i++) {
$matrix[$i][0] = 0;
# fill
for(my $j = 1; $j <= length($seq1); $j++) {
my ($diagonal_score, $left_score, $up_score);
# calculate match score
my $letter1 = substr($seq1, $j-1, 1);
my $letter2 = substr($seq2, $i-1, 1);
if ($letter1 eq $letter2) {
$diagonal_score = $matrix[$i-1][$j-1] + $match;
}
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else {
$diagonal_score = $matrix[$i-1][$j-1]+ $mismatch;
}
# calculate gap scores
$up_score = $matrix[$i-1][$j] + $gap;
$left_score = $matrix[$i][$j-1] + $gap;
if ($diagonal_score <= 0 and $up_score <= 0 and $left_score <= 0)
{
$matrix[$i][$j] = 0;
}
# choose best score
else{
if($diagonal_score >= $up_score) {
if ($diagonal_score >= $left_score) {
$matrix[$i][$j] = $diagonal_score;
$best_score[$i][$j]="diagonal";
}
else {
$matrix[$i][$j] = $left_score;
$best_score[$i][$j]="left";
}
} else {
if ($up_score >= $left_score) {
$matrix[$i][$j] = $up_score;
$best_score[$i][$j]= "up";
}
else{
$matrix[$i][$j]= $left_score;
$best_score[$i][$j]= "left";
}
}
}
}
}
my $max_score = 0;
my $min_score = 99;
my $s=0;
my $t=0;
my $u=0;
my @index1;
my @index2;
for(my $i=1;$i<=length($seq2);$i++)
{
for(my $j=1;$j<=length($seq1);$j++)
{
if($matrix[$i][$j]>= $max_score){
$max_score = $matrix[$i][$j];
$index1[$s] =$i;
$index2[$t] = $j;
$s++;
$t++;
}
if($matrix[$i][$j]< $min_score){
$min_score= $matrix[$i][$j] ;
}
$maxscore[$u] = $matrix[$i][$j];
$u++;
}
}
print"<br>";
for(my $i=1;$i<=length($seq2);$i++)
{
for(my $j=1;$j<=length($seq1);$j++)
{
if($matrix[$i][$j]== $max_score){
$ind1[$r] = $i;
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$ind2[$s] = $j;
$r++;
$s++;
}
}
}
#trace back
my $m=0;
my $n=0;
foreach $i(@ind1)
{
foreach$j(@ind2)
{
while(!($matrix[$i][$j] == 0))
{
if($best_score[$i][$j] eq "diagonal")
{
$align1[$m] .= substr($seq1, $j-1,1);
$align2[$n] .= substr($seq2, $i-1,1);
$i--;
$j--;
}
elsif($best_score[$i][$j] eq "left")
{
$align1[$m] .= substr($seq1,$j-1,1);
$align2[$n] .= "_";
$j--;
}
elsif($best_score[$i][$j] eq "up")
{
$align1[$m] .="_";
$align2[$n] .=substr($seq2 ,$i-1,1);
$i--;
}
}
}
$align1[$m]= reverse $align1[$m];
$align2[$n] = reverse $align2[$n];
$m++;
$n++;
}
#score
$p=0;
$o=0;
foreach $a(@align1)
{
@c =split(//,$a);
$len=@c;
foreach $b(@align2)
{
while($o==$p)
{
@d=split(//,$b);
$j=0;
$sum=0;
$nomatch=0;
$nomismatch=0;
$nogap=0;
for($i=0;$i<$len;$i++)
{
while($j==$i)
{
if($c[$j] eq $d[$j])
{
$sum =$sum+ $match;
$nomatch = $nomatch +1;
}

elsif(($c[$i] eq'_')||($d[$i] eq'_'))
{
$sum += $gap;
$nogap= $nogap+1;
}
else
{
$sum += $mismatch;
$nomismatch = $nomismatch+1;
}
$j++;
}
}
print"score: $sum<br>";
print"matches: $nomatch<br>";
print"mismatches: $nomismatch<br>";
print"gaps: $nogap<br>";
last;
}
$p++;
}
$p=0;
$o=$o+1;
}
$length = @align1;
for($j=0;$j<$length;$j++)
{
$align1[$j]=$align1[$j];
$align2[$j]=$align2[$j];
$l1= length($align1[$j]);
for($i=1;$i<=$l1;$i++)
{
if($l1 >60)
{
$align1[$j]=~m/.{60}/;
print"$&<br>";
$align1[$j]= $';
$l1 = length($align1[$j]);
$align2[$j]=~m/.{60}/;
print"$&<br><br>";
$align2[$j]= $';
}
if($l1<60)
{
print"$align1[$j]<br>";
print"$align2[$j]<br><br>";
last;
}
}
}
}
1;

DISCUSSION
A sequence alignment is a way of arranging the primary
sequences of DNA, RNA, or protein. Alignment provides
a powerful tool to compare related sequences, and the
alignment of two residues could reflect a common
evolutionary origin, or could represent common structural
and/or catalytic roles, not always reflecting an evolutionary process. If two sequences in an alignment share a
common ancestor, mismatches can be interpreted as
point mutations and gaps as indels introduced in one or
both lineages in the time since they diverged from one
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another [HTTP//www.wikipedia.org/sequence_alignment//.].
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Pairwise sequence alignment methods are used to find
the best-matching piecewise (local) or global alignments
of two query sequences. Pairwise alignments can only be
used between two sequences at a time. Multiple
sequence alignment is an extension of pairwise
alignment to incorporate more than two sequences at a
time. Multiple alignment methods try to align all of the
sequences in a given query set. Multiple alignments are
often used in identifying conserved sequence regions
across a group of sequences hypothesized to be evolutionarily related (Wang and Jiang, 1994). Computational
approaches to sequence alignment generally fall into two
categories: global alignments and local alignments. So
SEALI is a tool which aligns the two sequences globally
and locally. For the tool development the code was
written in perl and script for front end was written in html.
Two nucleotide sequences were given as input to the
program. In this tool, sequences can be aligned either
locally or globally by selecting one option. It was checked
whether the entered sequences were correct or not, that
is the correct sequence should not contain any spaces or
letter other than the four (A, G, C, and T). The length of
the two sequences was counted. Alignment of two
sequences was done. Number of matches, mismatches,
gaps and score were counted. Results were found.
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